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Abstract

In existing works that learn representation for object de-
tection, the relationship between a candidate window and
the ground truth bounding box of an object is simplified by
thresholding their overlap. This paper shows information
loss in this simplification and picks up the relative loca-
tion/size information discarded by thresholding. We pro-
pose a representation learning pipeline to use the relation-
ship as supervision for improving the learned representa-
tion in object detection. Such relationship is not limited to
object of the target category, but also includes surround-
ing objects of other categories. We show that image regions
with multiple contexts and multiple rotations are effective
in capturing such relationship during the representation
learning process and in handling the semantic and visual
variation caused by different window-object configurations.
Experimental results show that the representation learned
by our approach can improve the object detection accuracy
by 6.4% in mean average precision (mAP) on ILSVRC2014
[15]. On the challenging ILSVRC2014 test dataset [15],
48.6% mAP is achieved by our single model and it is the
best among published results. On PASCAL VOC, it outper-
forms the state-of-the-art result of Fast RCNN [6] by 3.3%
in absolute mAP.

1. Introduction

Object detection is the task of finding the bounding
boxes of objects from images. It is challenging due to varia-
tions in illumination, texture, color, size, aspect ratio, defor-
mation, background clutter, and occlusion. In order to han-
dle these variations, good features for robustly represent-
ing the discriminative information of objects are critical.
Initially, researchers employed manually designed features
[12, 2, 13]. Recent works [9, 10, 17, 11, 1] have demon-
strated the power of learning features with deep neural net-
works from large-scale data. It advances the state-of-the-art
of object detection substantially [7, 16, 24, 8, 20, 14].

Representation learning for object detection was consid-
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(e) 

(b) (c) (d) 

(f) (g) 

Figure 1. Examples of candidate windows for detecting persons
in an image. (a) Image with a man riding a motorbike. The yellow
rectangle denotes the ground truth bounding box of a person. The
red rectangles denote several candidate windows whose overlaps
with the ground truth are larger than 0.5. Existing methods assign
all these candidate windows to class “person” when learning fea-
ture representation, despite the large variation of visual cues and
different semantic regions covered. (b) and (e) are candidate win-
dows containing the upper body or the legs of the person. (c) and
(f) are candidate windows with a smaller or larger size than the
ground truth. (d) and (g) are candidate windows containing the
left/right body of a person.

ered as a multi-class problem [7, 3], in which a candidate
window is classified as containing an object of category c or
background, decided by thresholding the overlap between
the candidate window and the ground truth bounding box.

In this paper, we show that representation learning for
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object detection is beyond a multi-class problem. The re-
lationship between the candidate window and the ground
truth bounding box of the object, which is called the
window-object relationship in this paper, provides rich in-
formation to guide representation learning for object detec-
tion. However, such information is lost in existing repre-
sentation learning frameworks which largely simplify the
window-object relationship by threhsolding the overlap.
Some examples of person detection are shown in Figure 1.
The candidate windows in Figure 1(b)-(g) may contain the
upper body (a) or the legs (e) of a person, the left (c) or
right (f) body of the person, and may have a smaller (c) or
larger (d) size than the ground truth. They are all labeled
as the same class “person” in existing representation learn-
ing frameworks for object detection, because their overlaps
with the ground truth bounding box are all above 0.5. How-
ever their visual content and semantic meanings have sig-
nificant difference. If the deep neural network is required
to classify all these candidate windows into the same class,
it is easy for the model to get confused and it becomes dif-
ficult to learn representation capturing semantically mean-
ingful visual patterns, since the supervision is weak. Such
ambiguity can be can resolved by using the window-object
relationship as supervision during training, which well re-
flect all types of variations mentioned above. Being aware
of these variations in supervision, it is easier for the model
to disentangle these variation factors in the learned repre-
sentations.

The contributions of this work are summarized below.
First, we propose a representation learning pipeline by us-
ing the window-object relationship as supervision so that
the learned features are more sensitive to locations and sizes
of objects. By distinguishing and predicting window-object
relationship, the learned representation captures more se-
mantically meaningful visual patterns of candidate win-
dows on objects. Experimental results show that the rep-
resentation learned by our approach can improve mAP of
object detection by 6.4% on ILSVRC2014.

Second, two objective functions are designed to encode
the window-object relationship. Since the window-object
relationship is complex, our experiments show that direc-
tion prediction on the relative translation and scale varia-
tion in a similar way as bounding box regression does not
improve representation learning. Instead, under each ob-
ject category, we cluster candidate windows into subclasses
according to the window-object relationship. Both visual
cues and window-object relationship of candidate windows
in the same subclass have less variations. Given the cropped
image region of a candidate window as input, the deep
neural network predicts the subclass as well as the rela-
tive translation and scale variation under the subclass during
representation learning. Different subclasses employ differ-
ent regressors to estimate the relative translation and scale
variation.

Negative

Motorbike

Negative

Figure 2. Examples of candidate windows for detecting persons in
an image. The neighbor is separated into three regions, and labels
indicating other neighbor objects, i.e., motorbike in the dash rect-
angle, are utilized to help feature representation learning process.
Best viewed in color.

Third, the idea is also extended to model the relationship
between a candidate window and objects of other classes
in its neighborhood, given the cropped image region of the
candidate window. An illustration is shown in Figure 2. The
learned feature representation can make such prediction be-
cause it captures the pose information indicating existence
of neighbor objects from the cropped image region (e.g.
the pose of the person in Figure 2 indicates that he rides
on a motorbike) and the image region may include parts
of neighbor objects. All these disturbing factors explained
in Figure 1 and 2 are nonlinearly coupled in the image re-
gion and deteriorate the detection accuracy. With window-
object relationship as supervision, they are disentangled in
the learned feature representation and can be better removed
in the later fine-turning stage or by a SVM classifier.

Fourth, we show that the window-object relationship can
be better modeled by taking image regions with multiple
contexts and multiple rotations as input, which includes
multiple types of contextual information. This is differ-
ent from commonly used multi-scale deep models, which
take the same image region of different resolutions as input.
Compared with the baseline, the multi-context and multi-
rotation input improves the mAP by 2.2% on ILSVRC2014.
By adding the supervision of window-object relationship on
multi-context and multi-rotation, the mAP was further im-
proved by 4.2% on ILSVRC2014.

2. Relative Work

RCNN [7] is a widely used object detection pipeline
based on CNN [17, 20, 14]. It first pre-trains the representa-
tion by classifying 1.2 million images from ImageNet into
1, 000 categories and then fine-tunes it by classifying object
detection bounding boxes on the target detection dataset.
People improved RCNN by proposing better structures of
CNN [20, 17]. Ouyang et al. [14] improved pre-training
by classifying the bounding boxes of the images from Ima-
geNet instead of the whole images. All these works posed
representation learning as a multi-class problem without ef-
fort on exploring window-object relationship.

A group of works tried to solve detection with regression
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[21, 19, 23]. Given the whole image as input, Szegedy et al.
[21] used DNN to regress the binary masks of an object
bounding box and its subboxes. Szegedy et al. [19] used
CNN to directly predict the coordinates of object bounding
boxes. AttentionNet [23] initially treated the whole image
as a bounding box, and iteratively refined it. They quan-
tified the way of adjusting the bounding box into several
directions, and made decision at each step. Since the loca-
tions and sizes of objects in images have large variations,
direct prediction is challenging. Although some promis-
ing results were obtained on PASCAL VOC, these works
have not reported state-of-the-art result on ImageNet yet,
which includes a much larger number of object categories
and test images. AttentionNet required training separate
networks for different categories and is not scalable. It only
reported the result of one category (i.e. “human”) on PAS-
CAL VOC and its average precision is lower than ours by
2%, while our learned representation is shared by a large
number of categories. Different from these approaches, we
explore window-object relationship to improve representa-
tion learning, while our test pipeline is similar as RCNN.
Moreover, we observe that directly predicting the locations
and sizes of candidate windows does not improve repre-
sentation learning, since the window-object relationship is
complex. Supervision needs to be carefully designed.

In RCNN, bounding box regression was used as the last
step to refine the locations of candidate windows. However,
it was not used to learn feature representation. The recently
proposed Fast RCNN [6] jointly predicted object categories
and locations of candidate windows as multi-task learning.
0.8% meanAP improvement is observed on PASCAL 07
dataset. However, this multi-task learning only improves
meanAP by 0.2% point in the ILSVRC2014.

In this paper, multi-context and multi-rotation input is
used. The related work [5] cropped multiple subregions as
the input of CNN. Besides enriching the representation, our
motivation of employing multi-context and multi-rotation
input is to make CNN less confused about the relationship
between candidate windows and objects. Details will be
given in Section 3.3.2.

3. Method

In order to provide readers with a clear picture of the
whole framework, we first explain the object detection
pipeline at the test stage. The major contributions comes
from representation learning, whose details are provided in
Section 3.2 - Section 3.5.

3.1. Object detection at the testing stage

As in Fig. 3, the object detection pipeline is as follows:
1) Selective search in [18] is adopted to obtain candidate

windows.
2) A candidate window is used to extract features as below:

2.1) For a candidate window bs = (x, y,W,H)
with size (W,H) and center (x, y), crop images
I(λ,bs) with sizes (λW, λH), λ ∈ Λ and cen-
ter (x, y). The cropped images and the candidate
window have the same center location (x, y). λ is
the scale of a contextual region. The choice of the
scale set Λ is detailed in Section 3.3.2.

2.2) Rotate the cropped image by degrees r ∈ R
and pad it with surrounding context to obtain
I(r, λ,bs), R = {0◦, 45◦, 90◦}.

2.3) The cropped images I(r, λ,bs) with different
sizes and rotations are warped into the same size
and treated as the input of CNN for extracting
their features, i.e. fr,λ = f(r, λ, I(r, λ,bs))
where f(r, λ, ∗) denotes the CNN for extract-
ing features from I(r, λ,bs), fr,λ denotes the
vector of features extracted for rotation r and
scale λ. For the candidate window bs, there are
six cropped images I(r, λ,bs) with (r, λ) being
(0◦, 0.8), (0◦, 1.2), (45◦, 1.2), (90◦, 1.2), (0◦, 1.8),
and (0◦, 2.7) in our experiment. In the exper-
iments, the structure of CNN is chosen as
GoogleNet [20] for different settings of (r, λ).
And there are six branches of GoogleNets for the
six settings of (r, λ). The learned parameters for
the six branches of GoogleNets are different.

2.4) The extracted features are then concatenated into
F = concat(r,λ){fr,λ}, where concat is the oper-
ation for concatenating features into a vector.

3) Extracted features are used by C binary-class SVM to
classify each candidate window. The score of each SVM
measures the confidence on the candidate window con-
taining a specific object class.

The steps are similar to RCNN [7] except for multi-context
and multi-rotation input. Our major novelties come from
how to train the feature extractor f in Step 2.3 of Fig. 3.

3.2. Representation learning pipeline

Our proposed pipeline is as follows and shown in Fig. 5.
a) Pretrain CNN using the ImageNet 1000-class classifica-

tion and localization data.
b) Use the CNN trained in the previous step for initializa-

tion. Train the CNN by estimating the window-object
relationship. Details are given in Section 3.3.

c) Use the CNN trained in the previous step for initializa-
tion. Train the CNN by estimating the window-multi-
objects relationship. Details are given in Section 3.4.

d) Use the CNN trained in the previous step for initial-
ization. Train the CNN for C+1-classification prob-
lem. C is the number of object classes, plus 1 for back-
ground. C = 20 for PASCAL VOC and C = 200 for
ILSVRC2014. Details are given in Section 3.5.

Since the pipeline above is used for learning feature repre-
sentation, except for the difference in the output layer, the
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1) Obtain candidate 
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Input Image
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2) Extract features from candidate window 3) Classification
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Figure 3. Object detection at the test stage. 1) For a given candidate window, images cropped with 2.1) different sizes λ and 2.2) rotation
degrees r are warped into the same size. 2.3) For the cropped image of a given rotation degree and scale (r, λ), a CNN f(r, λ, ∗) is used
for extracting features. 2.4) Features for multiple scales and rotations are concatenated and 3) used for classification.

Figure 4. Examples of window-object relationship clusters ob-
tained. Yellow rectangles denotes ground truth. Red rectangle
denotes a window-object relationship cluster (only showing the
average of the clustered candidate windows). Best viewed in color.

network structures are the same for all the training steps
above. And the responses of the last CNN layer before the
output layer are treated as feature representation.

3.2.1 Window-object relationship label preparation

3.3. Learning the window-object relationship
The idea is to have CNN distinguish candidate windows

containing different parts of the same object or having dif-
ferent sizes. For example, a candidate window containing
the upper body of a person and another one containing the
legs were classified as the same category (i.e. “person”) in

existing works, but are considered as different configura-
tions of window-object relationship in our approach.

To distinguish candidate windows of the same object
class, we cluster training samples in each class into sub-
sets with similar relative locations. Denote by bi,s =
(xi,s, yi,s,Wi,s, Hi,s) the i-th candidate window at the
training stage with center (xi,s, yi,s) and size (Wi,s, Hi,s).
Its ground-truth bounding box is denoted by bi,g =
(xi,g, yi,g,Wi,g, Hi,g). Candidate windows at the training
stage are from selective search [18] and ground truth bound-
ing boxes. The relative location and size between the can-
didate window and the ground-truth bounding box (normal-
ized by the size of candidate window) are:

li,loc =
[
(xi,s − xi,g)/Wi,s, (yi,s − yi,g)/Hi,s, (1)

log(Wi,s/Wi,g), log(Hi,s/Hi,g)
]
. (2)

The relative location and size above are used for describ-
ing the window-object relationship. With features li,loc,
affinity propagation(AP) [4] is used to group candidate win-
dows with similar window-object relationship into N clus-
ters. Denote the cluster label for the ith candidate window
by ni ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Fig. 4 shows some clustering results
where each cluster corresponds to a specific visual pattern
and relative location setting. In window-object relationship
prediction, the labels for a given candidate window are the
relative location and size li,loc, and the cluster label li,cls.

3.3.1 Loss function of window-object relationship

With the CNN parameters obtained from Step a) in Sec-
tion 3.3 as initialization, we continue to train the CNN by
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Figure 5. Overview of the representation learning pipeline. Best view in color.

predicting window-object relationship. The CNN’s 1000-
way classification layer in Step a) is replaced by two fully
connected (fc) layers. The layer that predicts the location
and size for cluster n, denoted by {̃li,loc,n|n = 1, . . . , N},
is called the location prediction layer. The other layer that
predicts the cluster label ñi for the ith candidate window
is called the cluster prediction layer. Both layers use the
last feature extraction layer of the CNN as input. The out-
put dimension of the location prediction layer is 4N and the
output dimension of the layer that outputs ñi is N . Softmax
is used for the cluster prediction layer. The following loss
on window-object relationship is used:

L = Lcls + Lloc, (3)

Lcls = −
∑
i

ni log(ñi),

Lloc =
∑
i

‖̃li,loc,ni − li,loc‖22.

Lcls is the loss on predicting the window-object relation-
ship cluster, Lloc is the loss on predicting the relative loca-
tion and size. With the loss in (3), CNN is required to dis-
tinguish different window-object relationship clusters and
to recognize where the actual relative location is. For the
ith candidate window, the CNN outputs N location predic-
tion vectors, i.e. l̃i,loc,n for n = 1, . . . , N so that the CNN
learn the location prediction for different clusters separately.
For the ith candidate window, only the cluster ni is used
for supervising the location prediction. Therefore, differ-
ent window-object relationship clusters have their own pa-
rameters learned separately by CNN to prediction location.
For example, the location bias for the cluster with window-
above-object relationship can be different from the bias for
the cluster with window-below-object relationship. Since

the relative locations in the same cluster have less varia-
tion, this divide-and-conquer strategy makes prediction eas-
ier. With the loss function defined, CNN parameters are
learned by BP and stochastic gradient descent.

3.3.2 Multi-context and multi-rotation

When the location and size of a candidate window is differ-
ent from that of the ground truth bounding box, the candi-
date window only have partial visual content of the object.
The limited view results in difficulty for CNN to figure out
the visual difference between object classes. For example,
it is hard to tell whether it is an ipod or a monitor if one
can only see the screen, but it becomes much easier if the
whole object and its contextual region is provided, as shown
in Fig. 6 (top row). When occlusion happens, the ground
truth bounding boxes may contain different amount of ob-
ject parts and thus have different sizes. Without a region
larger than the ground truth as input, it is confusing for CNN
to decide the bounding box size. In Fig. 6 (bottom row), the
ground truth box for a standing unoccluded person should
cover more parts of human body than the one with legs oc-
cluded. When the image region cropped from a candidate
window only covers the upper body of this person, it is dif-
ficult to predict whether the person’s legs are occluded or
not. When predicting the relative location between the can-
didate window and the ground truth, CNN should output a
smaller box if occluded, but a larger box otherwise. CNN
can handle this difficulty when the input contains a larger
region than the ground truth. On the other hand, if the re-
gion is much larger than the object, the resolution of the ob-
ject may not be high enough after normalizing the cropped
image region to a standard size as the input of CNN.

To handle the problems above, we use multiple scales of
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Ground truth Candidate winodows Crop regions

Figure 6. It is hard to tell object class (top row) or where the ground
truth bounding box is (bottom row) if the only the image region
within the candidate window is provided. Best viewed in color.

contextual regions as the input for CNN. The feature learn-
ing procedure still focuses on predicting the window-object
relationship. We use 4 scales for cropping images, 0.8, 1.2,
1.8, 2.7, which are linear in log scale. 1.2 is the only scale
chosen in [7] and is set as default value in many existing
works. In the supplementary material, we prove that the
cropped image with scale 2.7 is sufficient to cover most of
the ground-truth region when the overlap between the win-
dow and the object is greater than 0.5. Even if the over-
lap between the candidate window and ground truth bound-
ing box is 0.37, the cropped image with scale 2.7 can cover
more than 50% of the ground truth region. 1.8 is obtained
by linear interpolation between 1.2 and 2.7 in log scale. 0.8
is chosen because some candidate windows can be larger
than the ground truth bounding box, as shown by the first
image in Fig. 4. A cropped image with a smaller scale can
help these windows to fit the actual scale of the object.

Object rotation results in drastic appearance variation.
Rotation is adopted together with multiple scales for the
cropped images to make the network more robust to appear-
ance variations.

Regarding the relative locations labels are used in this
training step, we choose to not merge training samples with
different scales and rotations together and adopt multiple
networks with each network is trained with one kind of
training samples. All those networks share the same net-
work structure but different parameters.

3.4. Window-multi-object relationship prediction

The previous training step does not consider the coexis-
tence of multiple object instances in the same image, which
happens frequently and forms layout configurations. For the
example in Fig. 5, the person have a helmet on his head and
a rugby ball in his arms. To further enrich the feature rep-
resentation, we extend the training procedure by predicting

the window-multi-objects relationship.
The window-multi-objects relationship can be formu-

lated in answering three basic questions, whether other in-
stances exist in neighborhood, where they are and what they
are. We start with the relative location and size li,loc de-
fined in (2) to describe the pairwise relationship between a
candidate window and multiple objects. The li,loc for all
ground truth bounding boxes are used as features to ob-
tain K clusters, which are used for describing the window-
multi-objects layout. Given a candidate window, its sur-
rounding ground truth objects are assigned to their closest
clusters and K labels are obtained with each label standing
for what kind of object in the corresponding cluster. CNN
has K classification layers and each layer is a multi-class
classifier for its corresponding configuration of window-
object relationship. Therefore, CNN is required to predict
the probability of what object exists in each location cluster.

We keep the loss function discussed in 3.3.1 and add K
cross entropy loss terms. The weights of all losses are set to
be 1. In this step, three kinds of labels are applied to each
training sample, 1) the window-object cluster label, 2) the
relative location between the window and the object, 3) and
K labels to represent window-multi-object relationship.

3.5. Finetuning for C+1-classification

Since the ultimate goal is to detect C classes of objects,
we use CNN obtained in the previous step as initialization
and continue to train it for the C+ 1 classification problem.
Cross entropy loss function is used. As discussed in section
3.3.2, several scales and rotation degrees are adopted, the
networks for different rotations or scales are jointly learned.
The features fr,λ extracted from CNN for all scales λ and
rotations r are concatenated into a vector of features for
the C + 1-class classification problem. Once features are
learned, we fix the CNN parameters and learn 200 class-
specific linear SVMs for object detection as in [7]. Be re-
minded that although multiple concepts, such as window-
object relationship, clusters of locations and sizes, other
object instances and window-multi-object-relationship, are
proposed in the training stage, their goal is to improve the
learning of feature representation f in Fig. 3 and none of
them appears in test.

4. Experimental results
4.1. Experimental setting

The implementation of our framework adopts GoogleNet
[20] as CNN structure. 1000-class pretraining is based
on the ILSVRC2014 classification and localization dataset.
The learned representation is evaluated on the two datasets
below. Most evaluation on component analysis of our train-
ing pipeline is conducted on ILSVRC2014 since it is much
larger in scale and contains more object categories. The
overall results and comparison with the state-of-the-art are
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
mean AP (%) 39.9 41.7 42.1 42.9 45.8 46.3

median AP (%) 39.7 41.0 42.5 42.0 45.7 45.9

Table 1. Comparison with several baselines on ILSVRC2014 val2.
Find descriptions of methods (1)-(4) in Section 4.2.1.

finally reported on both datasets.
The ILSVRC2014 object detection dataset contains

200 object categories and is split into three subsets, i.e.
train, validation and test data. The validation subset is split
into val1 and val2 in [7]. We follow the same setting. In the
training step d), we use both train and val1 subsets, but in
the training step b) and c), we use only val1 subset. Because
many positive samples are not labeled in the train subset and
it may bring in label noise for window-object relationship
and window-multi-object relationship.

The PASCAL VOC2007 dataset contains 20 object cat-
egories. Following the most commonly used approach in
[7], we finetune the network with the trainval set and evalu-
ate the performance on the test set.

4.2. Component analysis on the training pipeline

4.2.1 Comparison with baselines

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our major innova-
tions, several baselines are compared on ILSVRC2014 and
the results are summarized in Table 1. (1) RCNN choosing
GoogLeNet as the CNN structure. It is equivalent to remov-
ing step b) and c) in our training pipeline and only taking
the single context of scale 1.2 without rotation as input in
test. (2) Since our method concatenates features from seven
GoogLeNets, one may question the improvement comes
from model averaging. This baseline randomly initializes
seven GoogLeNets, concatenate their features to train SVM
and follow the RCNN pipeline. (3) Take multi-context and
multi-rotation input (i.e. using the test pipeline in Fig. 3)
without supervision of window-object relationship (i.e. re-
moving step b) and c) from our training pipeline). (4) Our
pipeline with single context of scale 1.2 and without rota-
tion. (5) Our pipeline excluding window-multi-objects rela-
tionship (i.e. step c)) in training. (6) Our complete pipeline.

The result shows that increasing model complexity by
model averaging bring marginal improvement. Multi-
context and multi-rotation input improves the RCNN base-
line by 2.2% and adding supervision of window-object re-
lationship to it further obtains the gain of 4.2% in mAP,
which is significant. Window-multi-objects relationship
contributes 0.5% gain in mAP. The gain of adding super-
vision of window-object relationship to multi-context and
multi-rotation input is larger than that added to a single-
context input. It indicates that multi-context and multi-
rotation input helps CNN better predict window-object re-
lationship.

Approach Step a)+d) Step a)+b)+d) Step a)+b)+d)
w.o. cluster w. cluster

Mean AP (%) 39.9 40.1 41.1
Median AP (%) 39.7 39.9 41.9

Table 2. Effectiveness of clustering window-object relationship for
learning CNN on ILSVRC2014 val2. Step a)+d) corresponds to
the training pipeline of RCNN. Step a)+b)+d) w.o. cluster corre-
sponds to learning window-object relationship without clustering.
Step a)+b)+d) w. cluster corresponds to our approach in clustering
window-object relationship.

4.2.2 Clustering window-object relationship

Window-object relationship is clustered in our approach
as introduced in Section 3.3. Its effectiveness is evalu-
ated in this section. Steps a), b), and d) are used. The
cropped image has only one setting of rotation and scale,
i.e. (r, λ) = (0◦, 1.2), which is the standard setting used in
[7, 6]. If only steps a) and d) are used, this corresponds to
the RCNN baseline. If window-object relationship cluster-
ing is not used, the relative location and object class labels
are used for learning features, which is the scheme in Fast
RCNN [6], the mAP improvement is 0.2%. With cluster-
ing, the mAP improvement is 1.2%. Step b) is less effec-
tive without clustering and only brings 0.2% improvement
alone. Without clustering, a single regressor is learned for
each class, relative locations and sizes cannot be accurately
predicted and the learned features are less effective. Under
each cluster, the configurations of locations and sizes are
much simplified.

4.2.3 Investigation on using multiple scales

Based on the training pipeline using steps a)+b)+d) with
window-object relationship clustering, Table 3 shows the
influence of using multiple scales. The network with four
scales has mAP 45.5%, obtaining 4.2% improvement com-
pared with single scale. Based on the scale 1.2, the mAP
improvements brought by an extra scale in descending order
are 2.7, 1.8, and 0.8. This fits commonsense: a larger con-
textual region is more helpful in eliminating visual similar-
ity between candidate boxes of different categories. More
scales provide better performance, which shows that fea-
ture representations learned with different scales are com-
plementary to each other.

To figure out the effectiveness of employing multiple
contextual scales for feature learning, we also run the con-
figuration in which network parameters for all the four
scales are shared and fixed to be that trained in scale 1.2.
When using one shared network learned from scale 1.2,
the employment of multiple contextual scales simply adds
more visual cues, while training different networks for dif-
ferent scales, multiple contextual scales help feature learn-
ing through predicting window-object relationship which is
our motivation. Compared with the network with shared
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Scale 1.2 1.2+0.8 1.2+1.8 1.2+2.7 0.8+1.2+1.8 0.8+1.2+1.8+2.7 shared
Mean AP (%) 41.1 42.1 43.6 44.2 44.7 45.5 42.1

Median AP (%) 41.9 40.9 43.1 44.1 44.8 45.9 42.5

Table 3. Influence of using multiple scales on ILSVRC2014 val2. Shared denotes the approach with network parameters shared for four
scales (0.8+1.2+1.8+2.7).

scale 1.2 1.2 0.8+1.2+1.8+2.7 0.8+1.2+1.8+2.7
rotation degree 0◦ 0◦+45◦+90◦ 0◦ 0◦+45◦+90◦

val2 meanAP (%) 41.1 43.1 45.5 45.8
val2 median AP (%) 41.9 42.2 45.9 45.7

Table 4. Influence of using multiple scale and multiple rotations on ILSVRC2014 val2. Anti-cloclwise rotation is used.

approach Flair [22] RCNN[7] Berkeley Vision UvA-Euvision DeepInsight DeepID-Net GoogleNet ours
val2(sgl) n/a 31.0 33.4 n/a 40.1 38.5 38.8 49.1
val2(avg) n/a n/a n/a n/a 42 40.9 44.5
test(sgl) n/a 31.4 34.5 35.4 40.2 37.7 38.0 48.6
test(avg) 22.6 n/a n/a n/a 40.5 40.7 43.9

Table 5. Object detection mAP (%) on ILSVRC2014 for top ranked participants in ILSVRC 2014 with single model(sgl) and averaged
model(avg).

data aero bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep softa train tv mAP
RCNN 07 73.4 77.0 63.4 45.4 44.6 75.1 78.1 79.8 40.5 73.7 62.2 79.4 78.1 73.1 64.2 35.6 66.8 67.2 70.4 71.1 66.0
FRCN 07 74.5 78.3 69.2 53.2 36.6 77.3 78.2 82.0 40.7 72.7 67.9 79.6 79.2 73.0 69.0 30.1 65.4 70.2 75.8 65.8 66.9
FRCN 07+12 77.0 78.1 69.3 59.4 38.3 81.6 78.6 86.7 42.8 78.8 68.9 84.7 82.0 76.6 69.9 31.8 70.1 74.8 80.4 70.4 70.0
Ours 07 79.5 79.4 73.3 57.3 54.8 77.4 84.3 80.5 48.0 78.8 63.6 80.7 78.3 79.2 67.6 42.8 72.9 67.7 76.0 76.9 71.0
Ours 07+12 80.5 79.9 76.9 59.5 56.1 78.9 83.3 81.5 52.8 83.3 69.0 84.6 80.8 79.3 68.5 49.3 71.2 74.5 78.2 78.8 73.3

Table 6. Object detection mAP (%) on the VOC 2007 test dataset. Training with only VOC07 trainval data is denoted as 07, and training
with V0C07 trainval and V0C12 trainval is denoted as 07+12. RCNN and FRCN results come from [6].

network parameters, the networks with distinct parameters
for different scales obtain 3.4% mAP improvement. This
shows that the use of multiple contextual scales is helpful to
learn better features.

4.2.4 Investigation on rotation

Table 4 shows the experimental results on using multiple
rotation degrees and scales. Table 4 demonstrates that the
performance improves mAP by 2.0% for single scale and
0.3% for multiple scales with the help of rotation.

4.3. Overall results
Ouyang et al. [14] showed that pre-training CNN with

bounding boxes of objects instead of whole images in step
a) could improve the detection accuracy significantly. It is
also well known that using the bounding box regression [7]
to refine the locations of candidate windows in the last step
of the detection pipeline is effective. In order to compete
with the state-of-the-art, we incorporate the two existing
technologies into our framework to boost the performance
in the final evaluation.

Table 5 summarizes the top ranked results on val2
and test datasets from ILSVRC2014 object challenge and

demonstrates the effectiveness of our training pipeline.
Flair [22] was the winner of ILSCRC2013. GoogleNet,
DeepID-Net, DeepInsight, UvA-Euvision and Berkeley Vi-
sion were the top-ranked participants of ILSVRC2014 and
GoogleNet was the winner.

Table 6 reports the results on PASCAL VOC. Since the
state-of-art approach Fast RCNN (FRCN) [6] reported their
performance of models trained on both VOC07 trainval and
VOC12 trainval, we also evaluate our approach with the
same training strategy. It has significant improvement on
sate-of-the-art. It also outperforms the approaches of di-
rectly predicting bounding box locations from images.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposes a training pipeline that uses the

window-object relationship for improving the representa-
tion learning. In order to help the CNN to estimate
these relationships, multiple scales of contextual informa-
tions and rotations are utilized. Extensive component-
wise experimental evaluation on ILSVRC14 object detec-
tion dataset validate the improvement from the proposed
training pipeline. Our approach outperforms the sate-of-
the-art on both ILSVRC14 and PASCAL VOC07 datasets.
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